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This ponderous monograph on Karl I (IV)'s
brief tenure as Emperor of Austria-Hungary is
longer than it is has to be. That is the least of its
problems. For all the richness of its archival
sources, many of which are painstakingly collect‐
ed in a companion volume, the research effort is
uneven and the use of evidence inconsistent. The
argument, simplistic as it is, is also rather convo‐
luted. Most troubling is the author's suggestion
that the real malefactors of the First World War
were not the Austrian Emperor, nor even the Ger‐
man Kaiser, but an assortment of "traitorous"
Freemasons, Jewish Bolshevists, Pan-Germans,
and Czech nationalists (strange bedfellows, to be
sure) who would stop at nothing to bring down
Karl's pious and well-intentioned regime. This ar‐
gument is not only indicative of questionable
scholarship; it propagates some of the twentieth
century's most pernicious conspiracy theories.
Throw in a bewildering array of contemporary
photos, many of them wholly tangential to the
project at hand (for example, Woodrow Wilson
visiting George Washington's grave, p. 316), and

you have, to put it mildly, a flawed work of histo‐
ry.
Given the plethora of existing literature on
Karl I, the author's opening premise that Unter‐
gang provides the first scholarly [wissenschaftlich
fundierte] account of Emperor Karl's domestic
and foreign policy appears rather specious (p. 11).
[1] Instead of providing an original interpretation
of a well-trammeled topic, Kovacs intersperses a
desultory narrative of traditional military and
diplomatic history with extraneous comments on
the personal habits and travel itinerary of the Em‐
peror and Empress Zita, their dinner companions,
or the latest meeting of the Grand Loge of Paris.
Indeed, the repeated mention of the Freemasons
in increasingly portentous tones (pp. 114, 117,
157, 331) would almost be amusing if not for the
hardly concealed hostility to Jews (pp. 104-105,
195, 307, 566, 644) and Slavs (pp. 265, 506-508) as
well. All three of these conspiratorial leitmotifs
distract us from the author's otherwise useful
analysis of the centrifugal effects of the mounting
nationality conflict on the Austro-Hungarian war
effort.
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For all his good intentions, however, the Kaiser's

this book is merely exhausting. Perhaps a future
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